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1.0 Introduction

The purpose of this design and access statement is to
accompany a full planning submission to Flintshire County
Council for the proposed residential development to land off
Sandy Lane, Higher Kinnerton. This Design and Access
Statement intends to summarise the nature of the site and the
proposed development, it’s compliance with local and national
planning policy, and the need for the development proposed.

The application seeks to deliver a residential development of
107 units with associated garages, landscaping, means of
access and site infrastructure. A range of house sizes are
proposed from 1, 2 and 3 bed mews houses to a variety of 3,
4 and 5 bedroom detached family homes. All are in 2 storey
form and include a 30% Affordable contribution in line with
the Council’s requirements.

Fig:01

2.0 Existing Site

2.1 Site Location
The application site is located to the north east of Higher
Kinnerton: a village in Flintshire close to the English border.
Higher Kinnerton is located in North East Wales,
approximately 0.5 miles from the border with England, 1 mile
south of Broughton, 5 miles south west of Chester and 7 miles
north of Wrexham. The village is semi-rural in nature despite
being close to major urban and industrial centres.

The site comprises of two parcels of greenfield land on either
side of Sandy Lane. The western parcel is triangular shaped
and bounded by Main Road to the west and Sandy Lane to the
east. The eastern parcel of the site is bounded by The Green
to the north east as well as converted farmhouse buildings to
the north. Sandy Lane forms the western boundary and there
is a former railway line to the south east boundary.

The site area measures 11.61 acres in total (4.62 ha) and the
net developable area is 8.86 acres (3.56 ha).

2.2 Site History
Both areas of the site have always been characterised as
agricultural farmland and there is no evidence to show that
there has ever been development.

Figure 01 indicates the site’s geographical location in context
to it’s surroundings.

2.3 Site Photographs
From various site visits a range of photographs have been
taken, highlighting the features of the site, including existing
trees and hedgerows that remain as a main feature to the
proposed development and surrounding buildings
highlighting the local vernacular of the area.

Figure 02 - Existing tree retained as a feature within the POS.
Figure 03 - Example of Local Amenity. 
Figure 04 - Example of a recent development close to the site.

Fig:03

Fig:04

Fig:02
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3.1 Local Context

The application site is located to the north east of
Higher Kinnerton: a village in Flintshire close to the
English border. Higher Kinnerton is located in North
East Wales, approximately 0.5 miles from the border
with England, 1 mile south of Broughton, 5 miles south
west of Chester and 7 miles north of Wrexham.

Higher Kinnerton it not on the National Cycle Network,
however the lightly trafficked roads within and
surrounding the village are conducive to cycling.

A bridleway connects Sandy Lane with Main Road via
Deans Way at the south of the western plot of the site.
This bridleway provides the shortest route between the
site and Main Road and provides a walking route to
Derwen Primary School. A local convenience store and
two pubs, The Swan and The Royal Oak are all within
distance of site with other footpaths in the vicinity of
the.

The closest bus stops to the site are located on Sandy
Lane and serve routes between Chester and Higher
Kinnerton. Bus Stops on Main Road are additionally
served routes between Wrexham and Wepre. Higher
Kinnerton is also served by a community bus scheme
that runs services from both Sandy Lane and a
designated community bus stop on Bennett’s Lane to
Broughton Shopping Park.

Higher Kinnerton does not have a railway station,
however there are 3 stations (Hope, Penyffordd and
Hawarden) that are accessible within a 3-mile cycle from
the proposed development site. These stations are all on
the Borderlands Line between Wrexham and Bidston via
Shotton (for the North Wales Coast Line) and all have
cycle parking facilities.
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3.2 Existing Site Photographs 
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3.2 Existing Site Photographs 

1. Western Site Entrance from Sandy Lane. 

4. Overlooking the most southern point of 
the eastern part of the site. 

7 Traffic junction where Kinnerton Lane 
meets Main Road.

5. Overlooking the most northern point of the 
western part of the site. 

8. Overlooking the western part of the site 
from Kinnerton Lane.

6. Traffic junction where Sandy Lane meets 
Main Road.

9. Overlooking the most western point of the 
western part of the site.

2. Eastern Site Entrance from Sandy Lane. 
3. Site Entrance - Looking down Sandy Lane 
towards Hope.
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4.1 Constraints and Opportunities

Constraints
• Landscaping – existing veteran trees within development to
be retained with RPA distance equal to 15 times the tree
stems diameter.
• Neighbouring uses – site bounded by existing residential
development. New development must respect scale and
character of existing houses.
• Waterbodies – both areas of the developments contain an
existing waterbody advised for retention due to ecology
measures.

Opportunities
• Access - Connections to wider road network are of ease due
to the site’s location and proposed access.
• Road frontage – Site bounded on three sides by existing
streets creating potential for an outward-facing development.
with strong road frontage.
• Vegetation – Veteran/mature trees to be retained to create a
key feature within the development.
• Site – An irregular shaped site with few awkward corners.
• Topography - A relatively flat site .
• Greenfield site – Previously undeveloped site reducing risks
of ground contamination and existing footing and services.
• Views - Good views north of Main Road & The Green, with
opportunities to create good views within the site.
• SUDs – An opportunity to in cooperate a SUDs basing within
the development to deal with surface water drainage and also
serve as a feature to the development.
• POS – An opportunity to include areas of public open space
utilising the existing ponds and as a proposed feature of the
site.
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4.2 Developing the Parameters

The parameters drawing builds on the analysis of site
constraints and opportunities and illustrates the proposed
site layout at a conceptual level. It illustrates the
proposed street pattern, access arrangements, location
and orientation of built form, the movement hierarchy,
and green space strategy for the site.

Access
Vehicular access to both parts of the site is provided off
Sandy Lane. The proposed scheme provides well
defined, legible and overlooked routes through the site
so that residents can benefit from the local services and
public transport options available beyond the
application site.

The Movement Hierarchy
The parameters masterplan shows a simple movement
hierarchy based on an inter-connected network of
streets, lanes, shared drives and footpaths. The
arrangement of streets and other routes within the site
is designed to create appropriately sized development
parcels, ensure connectivity with the surrounding street
network, provide logical and efficient routes through the
development and ensure a layout which is clear and
legible.

The main street and primary route through the western
part of the development runs from east to west and then
north across the site. The primary route of the eastern
part of the development runs from west to east and the
south through the site. A series of shared driveways will
provide private access to a number of properties that
front the boundaries of the site and also around the POS.
Pedestrian movement through the site is provided for
along the streets and lanes, either on pavements or
along a shared surface.

The Green Infrastructure Network
The main area of greenspace to the western part of the
development utilises the existing mature trees at the
entrance of the site. Its location ensures convenient
access by residents as well as a good level of natural
surveillance from surrounding properties and streets,
promoting safety and security. An existing waterbody
remains to the southern boundary with surrounding
greenspace. This also connects to the main POS with an
ecology friendly corridor. Another section of green space
in the form of a SUDs basin is located to the northern point
of the site. Strategic landscaping will provide a welcoming
insight to the development, with further green spaces
along main access road.

The eastern part of the development doesn’t necessarily
focus on a main area of greenspace, but has pockets of POS
which ensures convenient access by residents. A large area
dedicated to the SUDs basin is located to the north of site
with properties overlooking the greenspace. An existing
waterbody is to be retained along the eastern boundary
creating a feature and ecology benefits for the surrounding
area. Further dedicated greenspace is also located at the
southern point of site with overlooking properties.

Most of the existing trees around the edges of the site are
to be retained. Additional planting is proposed
throughout the development particularly within the
greenspace areas. The existing hedge row surrounding
the sites help to soften the definition between Sandy
Lane that divides the two developments. Mature trees
within the greenspace areas will provide contrast to the
hard landscape elements and help to define the space as
a focal point and a distinct character area within the
development.

Development parcels are large enough to allow for
generously-sized front and rear gardens to properties,
creating additional opportunities for tree and shrub
planting.

Use and Quantum
The application site is 11.61 acres in total (4.62 ha) and
the net developable area for new housing is 8.86 acres
(3.56 ha). It is proposed that 107 homes can be
accommodated on this site at a net average density of
around 12 homes per hectare. Density is spread
relatively evenly across the development the site. Half of
the properties will be detached dwellings, although short
terrace runs and semi-detached dwellings are also
proposed within the mix.

Layout and Built Form
The parameters masterplan shows a series of indicative
development parcels defined by the hierarchy of streets
and open spaces.

A perimeter block structure has been adopted for most
parcels with houses facing either onto internal streets
or existing adjoining streets, providing natural
surveillance and active frontages. In this arrangement,
private gardens are located to the rear providing
security, privacy, and good separation between units.
Properties along the western boundary are set back to
allow for a landscaped buffer. The blocks are large
enough to accommodate parking and gardens to the
front of properties and have good sized rear gardens
which provide opportunities for property extensions,
alterations and conservatories. The layout also ensures
good overlooking of the open spaces and proposed,
providing good natural outlooking surveillance.

Focal Buildings
Several locations have been identified for focal
buildings. These buildings function as landmarks, aid
way-finding and provide enclosure/containment to key
public spaces. Focal buildings also help to provide a
strong sense of identity and character to the
development. In this instance, large detached units
create a vista when the entering the development via
the access road. Corner-turning units are proposed in
strategic places to provide definition and containment
to the space which articulates the corner and mark the
transitions into the shared space.
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4.3 Character

The character of the site is affected by its surroundings and
whilst from within the site, the scene is quite bucolic.
Agricultural fields make up the view from the north of the
site, whereas an existing built development separates the
two proposed site entrances. The surrounding existing
properties mainly consist of bungalows and typical two
storey dwellings.

Views of the proposed development would be ‘localised’
and framed within the context of the existing built
development that encloses the site.

The submitted indicative site layout shows that the
proposed new houses would present active and positive
frontages onto the public realm. The house types would
complement the existing surrounding built form in terms of
scale, massing, design and appearance. The illustrative
layout shows a low-density scheme with extensive areas of
new public open space and tree coverage retained, which is
appropriate to this location at the urban fringe of
Broughton. A central green corridor would be provided
through the site with the retention of the central belt of
trees and hedgerow.

As with any greenfield site, the proposal would clearly result
in visual change from an open site to one that contains
residential development. That level of impact applies to all
greenfield sites and in this case any landscape impact would
be limited. Furthermore, the proposed plans show that the
proposal would complement the character and appearance
of the surrounding built form and it accords with Policies
CS5 and 17 and Policy EN9 of the adopted local plan.

Whilst the development would obviously change the
character of the area, with a loss of open, rural, land and its
replacement with residential housing the site falls within a
visually well contained area, which relates well to the
existing settlement patterns. Important landscape features
will be retained and new native landscape planting will
create area of visual and green corridors of wildlife benefit.

Bungalows on Sandy Lane facing the western part of the site.

Modern development on Main Road close to the eastern part of the site.

Modern development on Main Road close to the eastern part of the site.
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4.4 Urban Design Compliance
Stewart Milne Homes, have for some time, been designing their schemes with key urban design principles in mind. Using our own Design Standards of Excellence design model which 
identifies 6 key aspects to be considered, analysed and implemented for any proposed development. These include; Structure and Layout, Built Form, Materials, Movement, 
Landscaping and Boundaries, Landmarks and Features. The guide ensures that all designs are adhering to the good urban design principles. The Design standards of Excellence 
document was originally introduced to the Stewart Milne Group in January 2016 and has recently (as of September 2018) been updated and streamlined into a more user friendly 
document and comprehensive guide.
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6.1 Materials

A strong identity and legibility will be created through the choice
and positioning of materials and the high quality design. This will
react positively to the constraints of the site and encourage people
to take pride in their property. The buildings will be detailed
according to their position and aspect on the site with features
being added on key focal points and vistas.

Contrasting Detail Brick
Sample

Grey Roof Tile Sample

Red Facing Brick
Sample
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6.2 Proposed Dwelling Type Examples 6.3 Hard Landscaping

We are proposing to utilise a mixture of hard landscaping
materials throughout the development site, specifically
around the Village Green area and Private Driveways
helping the transition from green space to built form.

These materials will continue the strong precedent
throughout the site. The materials will be used imaginatively
in order to enhance the proposed development and add a
sense of legibility to the scheme.

These are some of the proposed materials:

Tarmac to link roads

6.4 Soft Landscaping

To create a responsive and sustainable
development, it is essential that new development
integrates with and complements the existing
landscape character and structure. The
development must relate to the existing site
features and landscape proposals should enhance
these and positively contribute to the overall
character.

Overall Landscape Design Objectives.

• Provide a robust and attractive setting for the

benefit of residents and the wider community.

• Provide a readable and clear hierarchy of

landscape treatment throughout the site.

• Create a scheme which improves the aesthetic

quality of the site, whilst also being robust and

manageable in the long-term.

• Clearly define individual private spaces where

possible.

• Increase biodiversity, where possible, through

the use of native species and promotion of

appropriate management regimes.

• To soften the built form.

A full landscape plan will be issued as part of

the planning application.

450 SQ rear paving to private  
pathways. Colour: Grey

Herringbone block  
paving to parkingbays
and Private Driveways
Colour: Brindle
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7.0 Sustainability

The proposals for the site will provide a sustainable form of
development. In our view, sustainability is derived from the
provision of an inclusive, safe and well-managed
environment, from a high-quality design that respects the
built and natural environment that is well-connected to
public transport facilities, employment opportunities and
local services and that reduces the consumption of water and
energy and reduces waste.

Layout
The development layout has been designed to maximise

solar gain and the path of the sun. This assists in the private

amenity areas being usable spaces.

All the proposed dwellings are constructed to the current

building regulations having a fabric first approach to

minimising heat loss and reduction in carbon footprint. All

open spaces and private amenity spaces are well

overlooked allowing good natural surveillance conforming

with the Secured by design principles.

Noise Issues
A noise survey has been carried out which outlines the

required measures to be taken to mitigate any potential

noise source.

Energy Efficiency
The proposed development will be designed to reduce the

consumption of water and energy by means of water-saving

and energy-efficient appliances and fittings. Low energy light

fittings will be used, together with dual flush toilets, and low

flow bathroom fittings. Where provided, washing machines

dishwashers, fridge freezers, and cookers will be EU energy

efficient labelling A or A+ rated, to improve the environmental

performance.

Provision of Ariston A Rated boilers which are more energy
efficient. Provision of an internal/external space in each
dwelling for drying clothes – thus minimising energy used.

Designing out Crime
The scheme proposals are designed to provide an inclusive,

safe and well-managed environment. ‘Design Out Crime’

requirements have informed the proposals and all external

windows and doors will meet relevant security standards.

Landscaping
Although the site is of low ecological value the introduction of  

new landscaping will enhance its value for wildlife.

Waste Management
A Site Waste Management Plan is to be prepared for the

development as part of our Construction Phase Safety, Health

and Environmental Plan. Currently, over 80% of construction

waste from our sites is sorted at source and recycled.

Recycling Materials
A Site Waste Management Plan is to be prepared for the

development as part of our Construction Phase Safety, Health

and Environmental Plan. Currently, over 80% of construction

waste from our sites is sorted at source and recycled.

Surface Water & Foul Drainage
All Surface Water sewers are designed to connect to main

adopted sewers. The Surface water drainage network has

been designed to incorporate SUDS, the purpose of which is

to restrict surface water runoff to predevelopment discharge

rates, as agreed with the EA and WW. This is achieved with a

series of Flow Controls and Designated SUDs basin. All Surface

Water sewers will be adopted by Welsh Water under a

Section 104 agreement. The Drainage is designed to ensure

that the site does not flood for extreme storm events upto

the 1:100year storm event, including an additional allowance

for climate change.

All foul sewers are designed to connect to main adopted

sewers. All foul sewers will be adopted by United Utilities

under a Section 104 agreement.

Potable Water
Stewart Milne undertake a number of measures to

reduce the amount of potable water used on our

developments, with examples including the use of

flow restrictors on taps and showers and dual-flush

toilets to reduce water usage to 125L/person/day.

A formal environmental management system is in

place across the Group, aligned to ISO 14001:2004,

and maintaining this will provide a solid platform to

ensure that our environmental objectives are met

across our house building, construction,

manufacturing and commercial operations. Under

this most materials are sourced from suppliers who are

similarly accredited and are therefore committed to

environmentally friendly production. The proposed

house type range is designed to the Building

Regulations Part L. Use of ‘A’ Rated appliances which

are energy efficient and help reduce CO2 emissions

from the dwelling.
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8.0 Conclusions

The proposed development will provide 98 new homes in a
range of types and sizes to meet the local area’s needs.

The design of the site is in accordance with national, regional
and local policy guidance and has been developed with best
practice urban design principles along with Stewart Milne
Homes Design Standards of Excellence guidance.

9.0 Reference List

Some of the images and references have been referenced from  

third party sources.

Please see the following list of reference material sources.

• Google Images

It has been designed to compliment the surrounding area and
existing village character that is strongly identifiable in the
immediate surroundings.

The well informed design and material choices will give the
development longevity, contribute to the town scape and
raise the aspirations of the area as well as respecting the
existing features and vernacular.

Accordingly, planning permission should be granted
for the proposed development.




